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The Editor’s Meanderings
Mick Fitzgibbons

Interchange Editor

Accidents happen, I wonder how many times have we heard that said?
I think we are all aware of that little phrase. Usually as someone scrapes
their hire-boat along your gunwale. Shouting with a cheery wave of their
captains hat, falsehoods like 'Its a contact sport' . Which I like to remind
them - 'it will be if I get my hands on you. ' I discovered long ago, that
accidents start quite early on in life. Usually around the time of
conception. Though any lingering memories of that event are thankfully
vague.
There are other things that we define almost as 'Laws of Nature' that help
us to reconcile the unwanted outcome. Its said that ' Toast always falls
buttered side down." In other words, as if an accident was not enough.
The unintended consequences, also add another unwelcome element to
the outcome. Many years ago, I had this actual conversation with my then
young daughter. She enquired "If toast was not buttered on one side did it
spin when dropped?" We made extra toast and put it to the test. No, it did
not spin, we tested the idea several times. Then we buttered one side, it
was dropped to the floor and we discovered a new 'Law of Nature.'
Buttered toast never even hits the floor. As 'Murphy' our erstwhile dog
who had been observing our research, dashed in, grabbed it in mid air
and then dashed off with the research evidence. Boaters are no different
to other people, sometimes just a bit wetter. Quite early on in my boating
career I was advised to always empty your pockets when going out on
deck. In the unlikely event that you might slip and fall into the water. But
there are always those individuals who seem to want to tempt fate.
Things like electronic car keys, wallets containing pre-plastic notes and
mobile phones have a much better chance of survival that way. Its such
an unlikely event falling in, isn't it? Two people I know have actually
disproved this theory by falling in within the last few months. One claimed
that it was for the first time in 25 years as a boater. The other has been
known to do this previously, despite all the usual protestations.
Exposing anything electronic to water is just about the worst thing you
can do. Its certainly the worst thing that could happen to your
smartphone, being given an unexpected bath in canal water. I had a trawl
of Google, the "Internet Know-It-All" and the world's most popular place to
drop a smartphone into water, is apparently the toilet. Though it did not
state whether that was pre or post flush.

Regards Mick Fitzgibbons.
Send any contributions to me at WirePoppy@Hotmail.co.uk

Richard Woodward

Review of Activities

Chairman

During the financial year the charity has pursued its objectives in a
number of ways.
The year saw the return of our bi-annual open weekend, this attracted
considerable positive publicity for the trust, Richard Parry the Chief
Executive of Canal and River Trust and James Morris our Local MP
attended the opening ceremony. The event more than covered the cost
to put on, contributing Circa £5.5k to trust funds.
The Trust has continued to promote waterways to the future
generations to help counter the continued increasing age profile of our
membership.
Mick Cowles was again contracted as Youth Engagement officer
funded by the trust. This has been very successful with several youth
orientated events taking place throughout the year, with 295 young
people participating in a “Youth” event.
The flagship being the Duke of Edinburgh Gold residential course on
the Heritage Working Boats. For this the trust won the 2016 Living
Waterway Award for education.
The partnership with the BCNS to operate the Heritage boats Atlas &
Malus continues. Malus receiving some attention including slipping and
bottom blacking.
Hawne and the Joey have been in regular service on work parties. This
year a new floor has been put in the hold of Hawne topped with steel
chequer plate.
The boat fleet has been increased with the addition of a dredger, once
restoration is complete this will enable larger maintenance tasks to be
completed on the Dudley No2 Canal.
Regular work parties totalling some 367-man hours were held along
the Dudley No2 Canal and the Joey has proved useful for containing
and transporting waste created.
In addition to this 2373-man hours were also contributed to the social
club and basin maintenance.

To encourage greater participation and increased involvement in the
running of the Trust a volunteer scheme has been introduced with a
supplement of 20 volunteering hours for every boat added to mooring
charges. This year 79% of moorers participated by volunteering all or
part of their hours 21% were invoiced as a supplementary mooring
charge (approx. £3,200 in total) for the following fiscal year.
Funds from the Volunteer hour scheme (last years) and an Awards for
All grant of £4,700 were invested in the toilet block refurbishment.
This year our liaison with Halesowen in Bloom continued. The planter
in the shape of a canal boat (“Blooming Boat”) again featured
prominently creating awareness of both the Dudley No2 Canal and
Coombeswood Canal Trust.
Various local groups continue to use the facilities at the basin including
IWA, Canal & River Trust, local Business Watch and several private
functions.
The Trading Company continues to make an increasing financial
contribution to the Trust.
Overall there has been a significant spend of nearly £30k on projects
directly supporting our charitable aims and objectives.
Not forgetting the provision of safe moorings at Hawne Basin to
encourage boat movements along the Dudley No2 Canal
Future Developments:
The youth engagement project continues to open up exciting
opportunities, not least, using the Heritage boats in conjunction with
the Duke of Edinburgh scheme.
We continue to pursue new funding for the Youth Engagement Project
into future years and we have committed Trust funds to ensure
continuity of the project.
Significant support is being received both from CRT and the local
Waterway Partnership, The Black Country Living Museum and Dudley
Canal Trust.
The trust is in discussions over the provision of artwork to promote
Halesowen and its canal. This is proposed to be situated on the

Grange Island to compliment the “Blooming Boat” on Shenstone
Island.
Negotiations continue with Canal and River Trust for the renewal of our
lease on the length of Dudley No2 Canal used for moorings. We have
decided to separate negotiations out for the section of the canal bed
beyond the stank as the two lengths are significantly different in
condition and commercial value. We will progress the active length first
before negotiating access to the length for restoration. However, the
project will still provide an opportunity for significant expenditure of
trust funds on canal restoration.

News Snippets
Layla Moran Liberal Democrat

To ask the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs, with reference to the Answer of 12 October 2017 to
Question 105954, what progress has been made on the
development of proposals to transfer navigation responsibilities
and assets from the Environment Agency to the Canal and River
Trust since that Answer was given; and if he will make a
statement.
Therese Coffey Under-Secretary of State for EFRA.

Following my meeting with the Chair and Chief Executive of the
Canal and River Trust, we have been looking carefully at the
proposals made by the Trust to transfer navigation responsibilities
and assets from the Environment Agency. We will be holding
discussions with the Trust and the Environment Agency over the
coming months.
In looking at the proposals, we must balance the need to secure
the long term future of our managed waterways against the need
to ensure that any final agreement offers the best deal for the
public purse, and for those who currently work on these
waterways. We are analysing the Trust’s proposal to see whether
it would provide the benefits the Government wants to derive from
a potential transfer.
Source Hansard 14 December 2017

Work Parties Rambling Winter 2017

Ivor Chambers

Work Parties

October-Started to clear overhanging trees from offside of channel,
starting with the large Elm tree by Dog Lane Bridge, this was last
worked on four years ago. Then made a start on the first of the large
trees by the S bend, stopping only when Hawne was full and running
out of time.
We also worked on Rowley Stop narrows clearing all the overgrown
vegetation with a strimmer and pulling out the usual assortment of
rubbish with grappling hooks.
All the brash being unloaded into the joey boat.
A good turn out with eleven volunteers attending.
November work party-collecting floating rubbish along arm, dropped off
three volunteers at Totnal Bridge, litter picking working towards Garrett
Bridge, dropped off two volunteers there working towards Hollis Bridge.
Continued towards Dog lane Bridge looking for a reported motor bike in
canal but unable to locate. Collected seven dustbins and six large
plastic bags of plastic bottles, beer cans and chip trays, stopping on the
return trip to trim back a tree on offside of channel.
Ten volunteers took part.
Joey boat two thirds full of wood will be talking CRT to empty when full.
Next work parties 10 December, tree lopping to offside of arm.
14 January 2018, Cutting back vegetation around winding hole along
arm opposite mooring.
11 February, tree loping and rubbish collection weather permitting. ,
Some volunteers are concerned with pets coming on work parties.After
discussion with the governing council and due to the nature and the
kind of work involved, along with Heath and safety issues, we feel it is
inadvisable for club members to bring pets on board when attending
work parties on Hawne and request they leave pets at home or on their
own boats where they will be safe.

Annual General Meeting of
Coombeswood Canal Trust
The Annual General Meeting of Coombeswood Canal Trust held in the
Cabin, Hawne Basin, Hereward Rise, Halesowen, West Midlands B62
8AW On Saturday 25th November 2017 @ 2pm
Present: 66 members as listed on the sign-in sheet held by the
Membership Secretary.
Apologies: Barrie and Eileen Johnson, Phil and Oz Mansell, Pam and Andy
Kallender, Tiggy Ireland, Derek Brown, Pam Pugh, Jeff Carter, Judy and
Steve Hanchet Juliet Clarke, Ruth and Quentin Jaume Julia and Stuart
Finch, Christine Turner, Jeni and Graham Hatton, Kath and Martin
O’Keefe, Dave Chambers, Belle Woodward, Tony Hicks, David Brown and
Sandra Cull.
Notes
1. Approval of the Minutes of the 2016 AGM (held on the 10th December
2016 ) and published in the Winter 2016 edition of Interchange. It was
proposed by Dave Pearson and seconded by Ivor Chambers that the
minutes of the 2016 AGM be accepted.
Approved unanimously.
2. Matters arising from the Minutes: None had been notified to the
Secretary.
3. Governing Council Report:
Richard thanked all the members of the Governing Council for their
commitment and hard work over the past 12 mths. He particularly
wanted to thank Jeni Hatton for all she has done with the Social Club and
the Trading Company. She will not be standing for re election this year.
4.
Graeme Underhill (Auditor) tabled the accounts. Copies of the
Profit and Loss sheets had been made available.

Graeme reported that the income for the Trading Company was up and
£25,364 had been covenanted to the Trust. The Voluntary Hours
Supplement appeared as a new line in the accounts, the Open Weekend
in May 2017 had been a big success showing a profit of £5,500. Grants
had been received for refurbishment of the toilet block and a small grant
had been awarded towards the cost of Archiving. Expenditure was up,
with money going towards the toilet block refurbishment, the purchase
of the dredger, ongoing maintenance around the site and the archiving
project. All in all the accounts are in good order and the Trust is doing
well. Graham thanked Caroline and Lisa for their excellent work on
producing the accounts. It was proposed by Keith Miles and seconded by
Jon Jones that the accounts be accepted.
Approved unanimously.
5. Appointment of Auditor:
Governing Council had considered the appointment of an Auditor and
had agreed unanimously to invite Graeme Underhill of Groundbreakers
Ltd to act as Auditor for the Trust. This nomination was proposed by
Marion Chambers and seconded by Pat Walker.
Approved unanimously.
6. Members of Governing Council standing down:
Jeni Hatton - not standing for re election
Gill Reynolds - standing for re election
7. There being no nominations for Governing Council Richard Woodward
called for any objections to the person re standing and it was proposed
by Caroline Whorton and seconded by Sheila Campbell that Gill Reynolds
be duly re elected. Richard reminded the meeting that the council has
the power to co opt further members during the coming year as there
are currently 3 vacancies on Governing Council. Andy Kallender has
already been co opted.
8. Any other Business:
None had been notified .
Dave Pearson thanked the Governing Council for the hard work it does
on behalf of the Trust. The meeting closed at 2.20pm

Mick Fitzgibbons

Battery or Flattery

Interchange Editor

There is a great deal of folklore bandied around about batteries,
their life cycle and maintenance.
The correct size of battery bank for a boat needs to be carefully
calculated. The correct battery bank size is set by your
requirements. I wanted our battery bank to provide enough power
for two average days operation without the need to run the boat
engine or to plug into a shore line.
So, first you will need to calculate the size of your boats power
budget. Once you have the power budget figure. Then you can
decide the capacity your leisure battery bank needs to be.

In this instance an estimated 107ah are required each day. so I
settled on 4 110ah batteries in the leisure bank. I had a second
power source available which would put some charge into the
battery bank (Solar Panels) which I deliberately did not include
when calculating the power budget.
TIP: All electrical devices have a working voltage. Try to
keep all your devices on your boat at 12 volts working. In
my case I decided that a cut off point for a quiescent battery
voltage of 12.40 volts. This is when about 25% of the
available battery capacity would have been used leaving
75% available. This has proved to be quite workable. As on
sunny days the solar panels often add considerably more
that the guestimated 20ah a day.
I have provided a sample spreadsheet chart with a list of all the
electrical items in our boat. I estimated the time in use for each
item over a 24 hour period. Typical items include any Bilge Pump,
Fresh Water Pump, Shower Pump, Maceration, Navigation lights,
Tunnel Lights, Galley lights, Saloon lights, Bathroom lights,
Kitchen lights, Bedroom lights, Inverter, Television, Radio, Fans,
Heating Pump and Fridge. I estimated the total amps consumption
for each item over a period of 24 hours.
TIP: When choosing items such as lighting LED provides a
low power option. On my boat if I turned on all the internal
halogen lights - the power consumed was over 25 amps.
When the lights were replaced by direct LED versions the
load was reduced to just over 2 amps.
A battery is not fit for purpose as it reaches the end of its useful
life. For instance, when it will not supply the needed power budget
for a given length of time. It is a false economy to delay replacing
batteries that are not performing very well. You will be consuming
diesel to make up the charge by running the engine when not on
the move.
TIP: Never mix old and new batteries in a leisure bank. An
old battery will significantly reduce the life and performance
of a new replacement battery.

If the voltage of any device is not 12 volts. Then you will need to
use an inverter. Turning on an inverter will consume some power
for the inverter itself to work. It will also consume power
converting 12 volts DC to 230 volts AC.
Now lets suppose that the TV we want to use is rated at 250 watts
at 230 volts we can use a simple calculation called ohms law. This
is a typical value for an old style mains television.
Using Ohm's law, if we divide the 250 watts by the voltage which is
230 volts we can calculate that 1.08 amps are required to power
the device. However, if we are converting up from 12 volts to
generate the same power we can calculate the amps needed at 12
volts. This is 20.8 amps. However, the inverter will also use some
power to work and this would be 1 or 2 amps at 12 volts. rounding
the figure out that's about 23 amps.
What is happening is an unneeded power conversion process.
There are flat screen televisions available that will work at 12 volts
at around 35 watts. Or approximately 3 amps which is a
considerable saving compared to 23amps required powering a
mains device via the inverter.
When looking at calculating the power budget on the boat, also
look at other items that might be using current all the time. On
Rosie, we have a black water tank meter. We have an electronic
shaver adaptor/charger. We have a few external plug in chargers
for computers, mobile phone, hand vacuum and sat nav. The
inverter, television and sound system also have a standby mode.
Turn off or unplug these when not in use.
There are items that we can isolate on the main power control
panel as they are on their own wiring system. So we power up and
check the black water tank level meter about once a week. The
rest of the time it is left turned off.
It's the same with the shaver power socket/charger in the
bathroom which is also left turned off when not needed.
There are certain items that we try to target for charging or using
only when we are moving under engine power. Usually the
washing machine, a small rechargeable hand vacuum cleaner and

the laptop computer for instance. Both items have a mains
charger adaptor. Otherwise the mains inverter is also left turned
off. Laptops can be charged via a 12v adapter which are usually
specific to the make and model of computer.
Some plug in chargers seem to use quite a bit of standby current
even when not actually being used to charge the device. So we
have also started to unplug or turn off all unused charging
devices. Other items that have a permanent standby mode are
also turned off and disconnected. This includes the stereo and
television systems which are both powered direct from 12v
sockets.
It's also a good idea to turn off the battery isolators when leaving
the boat for extended periods. We know someone who does this
every evening before settling down for the night. However, it is
essential to ensure that items such as automatic bilge pumps and
burglar alarms remain powered up on a separately fused system
that bypasses the main battery isolator.
TIP: Small items that have a separate plug in charger
will consume power and can soon aggregate together
into a significant overhead, that might otherwise be
considered as insignificant and are not added into the
power budget calculation. Disconnect them when not
in use.
There is a wealth of information about different battery systems
available on the Internet. It pays to be a bit wary about the
information available. Some wrong information has been repeated
again and again. Repeated so many times, that the myth has
gained provenance and patina. However many times a fact is
repeated, if it is based on flawed knowledge or research it is still
an untruth.
(To Be Continued)

Chris Turner

Hawne Basin Social Club

Social Committee

Well, it has been quite a successful season so far, we have had
three very entertaining evenings. Including the Games Night,
Who Done It Night and the Christmas Party. The Games Night
was very well attended, various table games were tried and
enjoyed and the mini-table tennis went down (or should I say up
and over and sideways) a treat. Wimbledon eat your heart out!
Jeff’s “Who Done It” Night was a laugh a minute. Murder
mysteries abounded and many a budding actor got to shine.
The Christmas party was enjoyable. Thank you all of you who
attended despite the awful weather. Bowling 50p for the Whisky;
finding sticky bits all over the place, making up limericks, which
when read out had everyone in tucks; and last but not least the
potato game made the evening go with a real swing. Everyone
laughed so much that it did you good to see it – I understand Dee
Brown was on such a “high” she didn’t get to sleep till 5a.m. on
Sunday!
The Christmas lunches were very well attended and we hope,
thoroughly enjoyed. The beef option, as with the lamb last year,
went down well. Again, thanks to Jeni and Graham for the loan of
their microwave. At this juncture, Chris would like to give a BIG
THANK YOU to all the people who came and helped at all the
above functions. We couldn’t do these without you all – you know
who you are – so THANK YOU ONE AND ALL.
So there we are folks – we’d LOVE to see you all at the above but
more to the point, we’d love to see you in the Cabin whenever you
want to come – don’t forget the Cabin is YOUR Cabin and
everyone is welcome whenever. The Bar prices are back down to
last year’s prices but you are welcome to bring your own
refreshments any time, except during organised functions.
It just remains now for all of us on the Social Committee to wish
Everyone a Very Merry Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous
New Year.

More News Snippets
I was surprised to hear in a parliamentary debate on Lotteries
and Limits on Prize Values. (Sir Edward Leigh in the Chair in
Westminster Hall on 12th December 2017)
Wendy Morton MP, Conservative, (Aldridge-Brownhills) referred
to the Canal and River Trust. I was not aware that CaRT ran a
lottery or was even considering running one.
Wendy Morton, said “Smaller charities often find it more difficult
to find sources of funding and that is why society lotteries are so
important. We have heard today of many organisations that
benefit, including the Canal and River Trust, Royal Voluntary
Service, Magic Breakfast, Whizz-Kidz and Volunteering Matters.

It will come as no surprise to the Minister that demand for charity
funds is outstripping the available funding, and she will be aware
that there are calls, as my hon. Friend the Member for North
West Norfolk clearly explained, for reform of the society lottery
sector. That would include raising the limits on charity lottery
funding, to help to reduce admin costs and increase the funds
going to the charities.”

Red Diesel Update
The European Union has confirmed its taking our government to
court over allowing boaters to use red diesel at reduced taxation.
Though an agreement was reached in 2008 for boaters to
purchase red diesel, used for heating and lighting, to be
purchased at a lower rate of tax. The European Commission
announced it is taking action against the United Kingdom in
relation to Article 258 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union, claiming that the UK has failed to fulfil its
obligations under Council Directive 95/60/EC in regards to the
sale of red diesel.
No doubt boaters hope that this will drag on until we leave and
then the EU might not have jurisdiction over our fuel duty laws.

Smartphone Applications for Boaters
No matter which genre of smartphone you own or are thinking of
buying. The apps will have an influence on how happy you will be
with the phone. There are plenty of top quality apps available to
download. Plus many of the apps are totally free.
I have come across an amazing little gadget, its called ' Tile'. We
all lose or misplace items such as a wallet or keys which are
almost impossible to replace without great expense. More than
anything else, its the not knowing. Do you need to report all your
credit cards as lost, and just where are the keys for the boat. Tile
looks like a car key fob and it works by using Bluetooth. The Tile
fob transmits a Bluetooth signal up to 100 feet. You attach the
Tile to an item such as your keys, camera, laptop, handbag or
wallet, you're really tethering the valuable item to your phone.
There is a Tile smartphone application. The app supports up to 8
Tiles, so you can protect many different items.. The best bit is the
Tile app that is installed on any other persons phone, helps find
your Tile, so your search range is potentially limitless. The Tile
doesn't have GPS built in, however the app does automatically
record the last place your phone saw your Tile. Because if you
have to retrace your steps, it's good to know where to start from.
As you begin searching for a lost item, your phone tracks the
Bluetooth signal strength of your Tile. As you get closer the app's
tracking system provides a clear indication of your progress. As
the Bluetooth signal draws you closer, Tile will even play a tune to
help you locate your keys.
If your keys are lost and the tile is out of range, just open up the
app and then tap the 'Mark as Lost' button to automatically report
your lost Tile. Other applications will report instances of detecting
the lost tile. Once your Tile has been found by either by you or
another Tile community member, you will be notified of the item's
location. Tile is built to be lost in the most unforgiving of places.
So while they're small, they're also made from durable materials
and designed to withstand the environment. Cost about £20.
https://www.thetileapp.com/en-gb/

Pam

The Christmas Party Limerick Game
Nb Enchanted Moon

and

Nb The Glass Barge

‘twas the night of the basin Christmas do,
Sheila organised tatties to poo!
With rowdy guys and clenched bot toms
The spuds you like, into buckets flew!
‘twas the night of the basin Christmas do,
When Christine and Sheila said “phew”
Where are those bloody elves
Cos we’ve knackered ourselves.
And they are supposed to help too!!
‘twas the night of the basin Christmas do,
When Fair Fa was looking for a festive crew
The stars were twinkling
And Ivor was thinking....
Hey “The working party” will do.
‘twas the night of the basin Christmas do,
I was glad to get to the loo
They were new and exciting
And the bogs were enticing
So we all had to go and view.

Association of Waterways Cruising Clubs
Jon Jones

AWCC Representative

As the Trust’s representative to the AWCC I felt that it would be
appropriate for the first edition of ‘Interchange’ in 2018 to remind
us all as to how the Association is organised and the role it
performs in representing the interests of approximately 20,000
boat owners at a national, regional and local level.
As moorers and members of the Trust are aware the Trust is
affiliated to the AWCC and, as such is one of ninety plus
nationwide. Organised around six Regions, the Midland Region,
of which I am currently Chair, comprises twenty five clubs.
Meeting four times each year, between October and May the
Midland Regional meetings are held at clubs within the region.
The October meeting was held at Stafford Boat Club with
Coombeswood having hosted the meeting in May. The Regions
in turn are represented at the National Executive meetings (again
held between October and May) by the Regional Chair and the
Regional Secretaries with the meetings, previously ‘moving’
around the Regions now largely held within the Midland Region.
The Associations National AGMs, held this year at Dunstable and
District Boat Club and in 2016 at South Yorkshire Boat Club will
continue to be held around the Regions with any member of the
Association invited to attend.
The Association has had and continues to have three main
objectives, as outlined in their pamphlet ‘’3 Good Reasons to fly
this burgee’’.
(1) ‘Protecting your Interests’
The Association endeavours to act as a forum for boaters to
address the varied and complex issues that affect boat clubs
locally, regionally and at a national level. At a local and regional
level the involvement at CRT user Group meetings is important
as well as representations to CRT around such matters as
vegetation control (or lack of!); lease issues, most notably at West
Stockwith Cruising Club where AWCC were instrumental in
dissuading CRT from selling off the land and buildings on the

open market, thereby giving the Club the opportunity to raise the
funds; water levels and many other navigation issues. Nationally,
working alongside other waterways organisations such as IWA
and NABO as appropriate, the AWCC national representatives
meet regularly with the navigation authorities, CRT and the EA as
well been involved with the ongoing development of the Boat
Safety Scheme and associated reporting upon safety matters
such as carbon monoxide and fire safety. Consulted with by CRT
on a variety of issues such as boat licensing and ‘ghost moorings’
the association is unique amongst waterways organisations in
representing the interests of Boat Clubs.
(2) ‘Visiting Member Clubs’
Notwithstanding the plethora of commercial marina’s around the
system AWCC clubs offer reciprocal moorings and a warm
welcome to AWCC members. I and many others have benefited
from this arrangement, particularly around the London area
where temporary moorings are scarce.
The AWCC handbook should provide you with all the contact
details.
(3) ‘Club Support Network’
As the ‘3 Good Reasons’ pamphlet states ‘’mechanical
breakdown and health emergencies etc can happen at any time’’
with the AWCC handbook listing every member organisation
nationwide. RCR will fix your boat (propulsion issues by and
large) but won’t be able to assist you to find the nearest GP
practice or hospital.
Fifty three years on from when the Association was founded the
above aims still pertain today despite easy communication and
plentiful facilities for boaters. Membership cards are issued to all
mooring members of the Trust and the 2018 Handbooks will be
available shortly for those who wish to purchase a copy with a
copy of the last regional meeting minutes available to read in the
Cabin.
Do also consider visiting the AWCC website whose address is:http://awcc.org.uk

Poetry Corner
Evan Keel.

The Alternative Canal Laureate
Haunted

'Twas the night of all hallows, all along the canal;
Was heard the eerie calls, of the night bird chorale;
Startled fright at the noise, my back a cold shiver;
Was it the owl in the oak tree, down by the river.
Could it be Kit Crewbucket, come to give you a fright;
A shrieking bogart, stalking you this moonlight night;
Look in Harecastle Tunnel, for that's her usual abode;
Cooking up your breakfast, with frog newt and toad.
But I was here at Tinsley, in the pound betwixt the locks;
Far away from Harecastle, was the noise made by a Fox;
But Reynard stayed underground, in a much safer place;
He knew something bad, was about to happen at this place.
It was a ghostly creak, that had given me such a shock;
As the unmanned gates swung open, to reveal an empty lock;
A faint jingle sound of a horse brass, along the tow path run;
The tuneless whistle of the old boatman, one known as Gunn.
Clip-clop now getting louder, hair standing on my neck;
My feet are just frozen solid, by fear to the deck;
Ripples cross the surface, the water is deep and black;
The sound of the boatman's whip, crack - crack -crack.
In to view slowly, came the hard working horse;
Tight tow line behind, showed the effort and his force;
Hot breath was streaming, out from its nose;
My heart skipped a beat, in fact I think it froze.
Clip-clop past me, the horse just walked on by;
A fire deep inside, came shining through its eye;
Behind the horse, the ancient boatman walked;
His dog slinking at his heel, as wolf like it stalked.
Cold the boatman's breath, rising up into the air;
Head turned my way, his hot eyes in a vacant stare;
Onward he silently walked, into the dark cold night;
Cold shivers down my back, for it was a terrible sight.

Then into view the boat, came upon the water;
Steered at the back, by Gunn's sombre daughter;
Her ghostly face creased, into a crooked smile;
Her moans and groans sounding, strained and so vile.
Into the distance they went, away from the lock;
Fast now fading the sound, of horse clip and clop;
With a wolf like howl, and an odour strong;
My fear ever growing, as they passed along.
Another creak from behind, gave yet another shock;
Gates slowly swinging closed, on an unmanned empty lock;
Clattering sound of paddles, as they raised inside the gate;
Water rushing in the lock, at an ever increasing rate.
Fear and dread now gripped me, when would this all end;
My thoughts are all shattered, I still can't comprehend;
I hear the sound of a Bolinder, at a steady pulsing pace;
Smell of the hot engine, on the breeze straight to my face.
Rising into the lock, came a boat all sleek and black;
Carrying a cargo of timber, piled up high in a stack;
The gates once more open, this time there's no sound;
Standing at the tiller, a number one long since drowned.
Gliding past me at, a slow but steady pace;
Facing straight ahead, never looking at my face;
Into the dank dark night, engine sound slow fading;
The narrowboat continuing, its ghostly way of trading.
I turning in fear to get away, from this haunted place;
I tripped on a mooring rope, and fell flat upon my face;
Scrambling to my feet, I was now wide awake;
T'was just a terrible dream, the memory's now opaque.
Climbing onto the deck, old air to clear my mind;
Snow flakes are falling, on last night's frosty rime;
Startled with a fright, in the snow I clearly saw;
The outline of foot prints, a hoof, a foot, a paw.
The Tinsley flight is haunted, it was said to me before;
The story being told at the time, then seemed such a bore;
Of a time when boat cargo, was shared by man and wife;
Working boats and their families, toiling hard just to survive.

T'is a story told by the lock keeper, whenever you go up or down;
Of the old time number one, and of the way that he drowned;
And of the daughter of old man Gunn, who was to be his wife;
The way she ended her broken heart, by suicide with a knife.
He was waiting at Jordan's for his love, to come to his side;
Walking across the weir, when a hurled stone broke his stride;
Falling in the deep water, he was carried into the rough;
Tumbling over and over, until his body cried enough.
Who threw the stone, no one found to take blame;
Gunn with a steely heart, that could never feel the shame;
Never could work a boat alone, daughter needed at the tiller;
But she knew full well, that her father was the killer.
Dead at Peacocks bridge, her belongings scattered round;
Hear her moan and groan as you pass, eerie legacy of sound;
A locket with a faded face, with a small sprig of jet black hair;
She travels the canal each night, in search of her illicit love affair.
So now my fellow boater, if you're feeling quite brave;
If its ghostly excitement, that you soul seems to crave;
Climb the flight if you dare; but count them every one;
Confront your darkest terror, and feel the fear rerun.
Come and see the number one, as he pursues his long lost love;
Come and hear the Bolinder, smell the exhaust smoke above;
Come and see Gunn and his dog, the horse walking on alone;
Come and meet Gunn's daughter, a withered grinning crone.
To the South Yorkshire Navigation, you must point your bow;
Go straight forward to the end, why you could do it now;
When you get to Jordan's weir, if your soul you would save;
Don't forget to doff your hat, at the drowned boatman's grave.
Take care to count each lock, as you ascend up the flight;
If the count is less than twelve, for you a restless night;
The twelve lock climb at Tinsley, is only for the very brave;
Ghosts and ghouls will gather round, the ones who misbehave.
Take heed of the warning, that I now give to you all;
The way of the Ghosts and Ghouls, is not a story tall;
If you would not spend eternity, along the night towpath;
Don't upset the Ghosts and Wraiths, don't invoke their wrath.

Social Club & Work Party Calendar of Events 2018
SIGN-UP LISTS IN CABIN - PLEASE BOOK TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT

14/01/18
10/02/18
11/02/18
20/01/18
24/02/18
11/03/18
17/03/18
21/04/18

Hawne Basin Work Party
Valentine’s Night with a Mr and Mrs Quiz
Hawne Basin Work Party
Line Dancing Night sandwiches. £2 per head
Nick’s Quiz Night sandwiches. £1 per head
Hawne Basin Work Party
Paddy’s Race Night
End of Season B.B.Q.

Coombeswood Canal Company Shop
If you’re planning a big job on your boat, winterising,
repairing, or going up the slipway, think ahead and let us
know what you will need. We’ll make sure it’s in stock for
when you need it, and it will probably be cheap as chips,
too! Have a browse next time you’re at the Basin – you’ll be
amazed at what we’ve got and what we can get!
Batteries, leisure and starter, are now available with a discount
for multiple orders. Your shop will always do the best for YOU.

Editorial Policy:
Articles will only be edited for brevity, grammar and spelling. All
articles submitted with a name will be published unless they are
of tone or content which might be offensive or contentious. Any
content published should not be taken to be the view of the
Governing Council or the Editor.

Recycling Bins:
PLEASE NOTE: We have a bins for paper and cardboard, one
for mixed glass, one for metal and aluminium cans and plastic
bottles. We can’t take other plastic containers or sheet plastic SORRY

Members Letters
Roy Kenn

Nb Placidus
(See Autumn Interchange for article on Catfish)

With reference to the 'Catfish' in the Wallsall Junction Canal
locks. There have been rumours of large catfish in Chasewater
reservoir, for around the last twenty years. When the reservoir
was drained for repairs about eight years ago, I asked the fish
rescue team if they had caught any of them. They declined to
answer.
Then about five years ago reports were published in local
newspapers about a large dead Catfish that had been found
floating in the Wyrley and Essington Canal between Brownhills
and Pelsall. It had been clearly hit by a boat propeller.
Then, about three years ago, I came across a poaching site on
the Anglesey Branch. Near to the toll road bridge, where fish had
been caught through a hole in the ice. The large fish had been
taken away and the small fish had been discarded on top of the
ice to die. Amongst the discarded fish was a small ten inch long
Catfish. Small fish usually means that there are larger fish
breeding. So maybe the BCN has a breeding population of these
creatures.
In August 2016 Two large Catfish, were trapped in the Grand Union
Canal at Soulbury Locks in Bucks. This unusual catch was made by
CaRT, as they carried out a fish population survey. The Catfish are so
called because of their prominent barbels which resemble a cat's
whiskers. The two catfish are believed to be around 15 to 20 years old
and the biggest of the pair was around one metre long and weighed
nearly 45 lb. or 20 kg. Catfish are known to occasionally eat small
water birds, rats and the non-native signal crayfish. Catfish are poor
breeders in UK waterways due to low temperatures. Lifespan, is up to
90 years. In Southern European warm water locations, the fish have
been known to reach weights of up to 674lb. or 306 kgs. Editor

Boating Recipes
Chip Butty

Nb Fat Chef

Description:
This is a simple recipe for 'Chicken Spaghetti' which can be ready in under
thirty minutes. It only uses five ingredients, not counting the seasoning. This
is a good recipe for add hoc meals if visitors drop round. All you need to
serve with this recipe is some green salad, tossed with a few cherry
tomatoes and a little salad dressing. With a bit of grated cheese.
Ingredients:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

4 skinless chicken breast quarters
Jar of pasta sauce (I prefer flavoured with basil or garlic)
1/4 cup water
1 ounce sliced button mushrooms.
1 teaspoon dried mixed seasoning
1 pack of spaghetti pasta
1/2 cup grated cheese

Instructions:
1) Cut the chicken breasts into 1" pieces.
2) Bring a pot of water to the boil. Then add the chicken pieces. When it
comes back to the boil, reduce the heat and simmer for 15 minutes or until
the chicken is thoroughly cooked.
3) In a large saucepan, place the cooked chicken pieces, spaghetti sauce,
water, sliced mushrooms, and the seasoning.
4) Bring a pan of salted water to the boil. Then while the chicken and sauce
is slowly simmering, cook the spaghetti according to package directions in the
salted water and then drain.
5) Serve the sauce over the cooked and drained spaghetti and sprinkle with
the grated cheese.
6) Then serve with a shared plate of finely sliced green salad and a few
cherry tomatoes.

A Rough History of Hawne Basin our neighbours and
our Canal
Roy Kenn

Part 7

NB Placidus

1976

First meeting called to form a Committee to run the Coombeswood
Canal Company

1977

A compulsory purchase order was served on British Railways which
transferred ownership of the basin to west Midlands County Council.
Dudley Council then acquired the basin in 1979 and met with the
Coombeswood Canal Committee members and others to discuss the
future of the basin.
Coombeswood Canal Company were then approved as a suitable
organisation to restore and operate the basin.
The basin and the arm from the access bridge to the stank was dredged
by the council and Coombeswood canal company were granted a 25
year lease of the basin and the adjacent land, which was cleared and
levelled off.

Sep
1977

Fund raising began, which included a sponsored walk.

Nov
1977

The first meeting of members was held at the 'Seven Stars Hotel' in
Seisden. Future meetings were to be held at 'the Old Bush Revived' in
Powke Lane.

1978

The first 'newsletter' was published.

1979

Fund raising continued. It is worth remembering, with thanks, that
Longwood Boat Club made an interest free loan to Coombeswood Canal
Company as a result of our appeal. Coombeswood Canal Company then
became Coombeswood Canal Trust in May.

April
1980

The first boat rally took place at the basin. The official party cruised from
the basin to 'Windmill End.'

August
1980

The first two residential boats arrived. They were Nb Betty owned by
John and Brenda Rudge, and Nb Joseph owned by Richard Hurley.
Fencing was erected round the site and gates fitted.

Dec
1980

The Trust applied for charitable status

COOMBESWOOD CANAL TRUST
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
Membership is renewable annually on 1st August
TITLE: _________________

FULL NAME: _____________________________________________________

ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

POSTCODE: __________________

TELEPHONE No: ______________________________EMAIL: _______________________________________
BOAT NAME: ________________________________________________
JOINT MEMBER
TITLE: _________________

FULL NAME: _____________________________________________________

ADDRESS:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

POSTCODE: __________________

TELEPHONE No: ____________________________ EMAIL: ________________________________________
Membership Fees
Associate Membership

£25.00

-Associations, Organisations and Companies

Individual Membership (18+)
Joint Membership

£8.00
£14.00

) – Individuals and Families
)

OVER 60 Membership
Joint OVER 60 Membership

£6.00
£10.00

Full-Time Student

£6.00

Full copies of the Rules of the Trust are available on the website or from the Trust Office. The information on this
form will be recorded on a computerised database. In accordance with the Data Protection Act (1984) members
may examine their entry at any reasonable time by prior arrangement.
Membership Paid:

£ ____________________

I wish to make a donation:

£ ____________________

Total Enclosed:
‘Coombeswood Canal Trust’

£ ____________________

Please make cheques payable to

Signed: ___________________________________________________________Date: ______________________
Skills I/we can offer the Trust: ___________________________________________________________________
Trade/Profession the Trust can ask for quotes: _____________________________________________________

Please return this form and your payment either to the Trust Office or by post to:
Caroline Whorton, 21 Hyperion Road, Stourton, Stourbridge DY7 6SD
UK Taxpayers may like to increase the worth of their contributions by signing a GIFT AID DECLARATION .Please
contact us by either the email address or telephone number above and we will be happy to send you a form. If you
wish to set up a yearly Standing Order with your own Bank to pay your membership, our Bank Details are: The Cooperative Bank, PO Box 250, Delf House, WN8 6WT, Acct No. 65566440, Sort Code 08-92-99

